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RENEE KENNEDY
My kennel prefix is Dellahar and was established
in 1994 by my mother Diane Harrison. I have been
a part of this kennel since I was 10 years of age
and passionate about Rottweilers ever since my
mother introduced me to this amazing breed as a
child. I have been fortunate enough to experience
exhibiting many other breeds over the years as a
junior handler.
My heart has always belonged to the
Rottweiler but I’m still happy to jump
in to help show other breeds if asked.
Being a part of Dellahar Rottweilers
has taught me many valuable things
about Rottweilers, life in general, and
I will continue to be a student to the
breed for long to come. There’s always
something this breed teaches me.
Some memorable moments stand
out over the years such as owning
and breeding Australia’s very first
female NRCA Champion Dellahar Aztec
Gold ‘Skye’, who also had over 700
cc points, Skye won Best of Breed
at the Royal Melbourne Agricultural
Championship Show against an entry
of 79, owning and breeding Australia’s
highest Specialty winning female Aust.
Champion NRCA Champion Dellahar
Imme CCD, breeding WA’s first National
Champion Aust. NRCA Champion Dellahar
Cruzn Around, travelling to Rottweil
Germany in 2013 to see the prestigious
Klub Sieger. There are too many
proud moments to mention here as
I have handled so many of the best
Rottweilers in this country has seen
to multiple V ratings, challenges, Aust.
Titles, class/group wins, Runners up
In Shows and Best in Specialty Show
wins. I feel honored to have shown so
many beautiful examples of our breed
to these results for their owners.
On another note. I am married with
three young children, two boys and
a girl, my husband has a successful
concrete cutting and polishing
company, which I’m very grateful for
as he supports this very expensive
hobby of mine. I live in a small
country town an hour’s drive north of
Melbourne, Victoria. My other interests

include food, cooking and trying new
things, water sports such as wake
boarding, surfing and knee boarding.
I’ve recently taken up target shooting
as my son is quite talented at it; I’m
looking forward to attaining my license
and learning more.
Although my priority is my family
at this point in my life, I’ve always
kept as involved as I can with
Rottweilers. My dogs are very much
a part of my whole family, we enjoy
travelling around many states in
Australia attending specialty shows,
being very competitive and aiming
to achieve consistent V ratings and
placings. Thanks to social media, it is
much easier to keep in contact with
Rottweiler friends worldwide, research,
learn and see how the breed has
evolved.
I have various other experiences
with this breed and its capabilities,
I have participated in numerous
breed surveys, practiced obedience,
protection and endurance work. The
Rottweiler is certainly not just a show
dog to me; I love this breed because it
has no limits.
I became a Rottweiler specialist
judge to help preserve and promote
this breed, hoping my experiences,
opinions and knowledge can in some
way help anyone involved to carry on
this breed successfully themselves.
Thank you for supporting me with your
entry and I hope you enjoy my judging.
Renee Kennedy.

